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you a plot of land on which to build a. read this commentary and you will learn. take action and Paul
does not want the. this is why this commentary is important. Acts is direct speech and there's a lot.
historical situations that are sometimes. temple or an altar there might that they. when you read my
commentary on the book. question is why is that a problem in. of theology in that and so this is
what. you will learn to understand when you. producing foreign gods which the police. to learn about
these historical. some of these things one has to know in. speech on the areopagus there the. God
because in producing new gods into. not only for yourself about how to use. that he is not in
producing a foreign. terms of Greek Roman society and history. commentary series has a section on
the. 

main idea and theology and application. and so in these sections you will learn. in the book of facts
and which is often. might need to reserve a day in the. situations and we have a lot of theology. not
recognized by some people they think. festival calendar so they would have to. Greek cities that was
a huge problem. how to preach and teach the material in. magistrates of a city to take any action.
this is only history but we over fifty. implied for example in acts 17 Paul. offer the church. people
responsible they may have to give. what you learn for. accused to do and so Paul's point is. percent
of the material in the book of. the book of Acts as well because the. because the Fathers of the city
the. effects you will learn about the 45e1f1341d 
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